
GEORGETOWN ADMISSION ESSAY PROMPTS

Georgetown essays. At Georgetown, the structure for application essays is a little bit different to some other US schools.
Students write the first two essays and.

Georgetown University is a highly selective school, having accepted  Applicants to the Sciences and
Mathematics or the Faculty of Languages and Linguistics should address their chosen course of study. Want
us to quickly edit your college essay? While completing your Georgetown application, keep the unique values
of this university in mind and why you were first attracted to Georgetown when compiling your college list.
Explaining your passion, i. If it is the case, for example, that you can show you are committed to teaching
piano to young children and if your excitement and creativity in this regard shines through, you are showing
the admissions committee you have skills that are transferable and that you will approach college life with
similar enthusiasm. Below are some ideas for your response: If you are attracted by the focus this school
places on ethics, then you might want to talk about how passionately you feel about the development of
sustainable practices in business and connect this to a business in your local community that has a model you
especially like. Then, think about how your involvement with the activity has changed over time. First,
humility is an important characteristic to maintain throughout your application. Emotional expression? If, for
instance, the school offers a program on tackling poverty and you are especially keen to get a place on this,
then mention it! When addressing this essay prompt, draw attention to specific perspective this program
endeavors to provide - show you appreciate the many opportunities that it will present to you. Here are a few
response ideas: 1. What were you doing when you had that revelation? McDonough School of Business
Prompt The McDonough School of Business is a national and global leader in providing graduates with
essential ethical, analytical, financial and global perspectives. McDonough School of Business: This school is
an international leader when it comes to providing graduate students with vital analytical, ethical, financial
and international perspectives. Whatever angle you choose, be sure to reflect on the questions above as you
prepare to write your essay, and try to pick an anecdote that highlights your personality. If you wish to discuss
the wealth of historical resources available at the National Archives, talk about the unprecedented access that
being a Georgetown student will provide. In doing so, you need to demonstrate what makes you unique and
therefore, show what you can contribute to the university community as a potential member of the student
body. Be sure to tie it to the programs and opportunities offered at the school.


